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Awesome Times on Planet Earth as we Re-invent our World 

Welcome fellow travelers to my annual overview of the year ahead, and if you’re feeling pretty pooped 

after 2014 then welcome to the club! This is quite a long report so I’ve begun with a general overview 

and then you’ll have some interesting reading for the holiday break with the long version. 
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Big Picture Overview  We are in the midst of a profound ‘shift’ in our world. The old order that 

has been running our planet is now being replaced with a new ‘inclusive consciousness’ directing us 

toward the Aquarian Age just around the corner.  There are many astrological cycles converging during 

the 2010’s to bring this about, and as history reminds us it ain’t easy going through a death/re-birth 

process my friends. An image as we head into 2015 is of being on board an ocean liner doing the 5 day 

run between New York and England. It’s been a rough crossing and it is now very stormy on day 4 of the 

passage. This can be seen as the 5 year period between 2012 and 2016. So we have another ‘day’ = year 

to go before the skies clear, and even though things are a bit scary it’s also very exciting riding the waves 

of innovation and change! So hang in there people – hold your center – keep the faith and be awesome! 

Yes I know the Titanic story springs to mind, however I am much more optimistic in my version of 

possibilities here folks. I believe that the Gods of storm and tempest are cleansing our world in 

preparation for a new era where stupid unconscious insecure greed will be replaced with intelligent safe 

conscious co-operation between all nations. Spiritual teachings from many cultures tell us we are 
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passing through an “Initiation” toward a higher level of our human potential. The concept of an ‘end of 

times scenario’ where ‘the forces of darkness do battle with the forces of light’ is also a theme in epoch 

shifting times. This does not have to be literal but rather a metaphor for the passing of a great 26,000 

year cycle as old forms become extinct and new ones arise, and we transition from a dark age to the 

enlightenment of a global shift in perception.  Thus the ‘shift in consciousness’ of our times requires that 

we completely change the old world view that was based on scarcity, separation and wanton material 

consumption. As soon as we embrace this our lives begin to step into a whole new magical potential. 

It is no longer ok to be driven by the instinctual urge for survival, with greed and complete disregard for 

the natural world that is our ‘mother’ source. We live in a ‘unified field’ where all the kingdoms of 

nature are intricately interwoven in an etheric web and our own rational brain is unified with our 

intuitive nature. Ancient and tribal people knew this. The re-awakening of this reality in the western 

mindset is the purpose of our current era, and will be more important than Galileo’s revelation that the 

Sun is the center of our solar system and Columbus sailing west and not falling off the edge of the world.  

Life is not linear…it is circular, and driven by interweaving cycles of creation! For the first time, an entire 

planet is shifting it's vibration into a new dimensional frequency. We are re-programming our DNA 

sequence as we access levels of energy systems beyond 3D reality. Some call this ‘ascension’ as we can 

now step up into new levels of energy systems in our mind/heart that liberate us beyond fear and 

insecurity. Many souls or groups of souls have experienced a shift like this in the past, but never has an 

entire planet shifted at once.  

It’s impossible to ‘predict’ with certainty how the planetary influences in any period will play out exactly, 

but we can see where the major influences will be impacting, and the big feature of our times is the 

ongoing ‘zap zone’ of revolutionary Uranus in Aries, in challenging aspect to transformer Pluto in 

Capricorn. Previous cycles here have brought us the rise of fascism and great depression of the 1930s + 

French Revolution. There have been six official passes of this connection with one more to come in 

March 2015, however these forces are still intense into 2016, and it won’t really be until Uranus leaves 

Aries and moves into Pisces in May 2018 that things begin to settle into a new rhythm after massive 

adjustments over this next few years. 

It’s obvious to any who care to pull their heads out of the sand that global 

environmental, financial and corporate/political systems are in extreme 

stress, thus March is the month to watch for meltdowns and 

breakthroughs, although as I write this in December we are having the 

sixth ‘zap zone pass’, and the US$ and share markets are riding high. 

History shows us this is the way of things before major corrections, and as 

the USA horoscope is affected big time by Pluto this year the escalation of 

racial and economic tensions will increase. Due to the power of the global 

banking cartel and its stranglehold on global political activity we will 

probably see even more bailouts as they attempt to kick the multi-trillion$ can down the road.  
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A fascinating feature of this era is the new cold war between Russia (and the BRICS nations - Brazil, 

Russia, India, China, South Africa) and the western imperial banking mob. The global chess game is 

hotting up as these countries begin to trade in currencies other than the US$ and purchase massive 

amounts of physical gold. There are many reports of alternate currency systems and models waiting on 

the sidelines as positive options to the global debt slavery model of the west. Meanwhile western 

governments have been passing new laws to allow banks to use personal savings for bailouts of the 

‘banks that are too big to fail’…yes this just happened at the G20 summit here in Brisbane…think Cypress 

2 years ago. The really big question is: Is there a force in the world that is strong and powerful enough to 

check-mate and transcend the global domination agenda of the global banking cabal? 2015 may be the 

year we find out!  

So now for the good news! As the ‘old order’ is in crisis we have a splendid list of positive new 

developments in response to the need for inventive solutions and civil resistance to their nasty broken 

controlling system!  There is much waiting in the wings once the controls are taken away. 

 ‘new science’ and free energy inventions in break though technologies in all areas of life 

 a new financial paradigm is being demanded by massive numbers of people  

 55 countries have banned or restricted GMOs as organics movement grows quickly 

 attempts to suppress the internet are not working 

 more than a dozen countries have released their UFO files 

 people are saying no to smart meters and Wi-Fi radiation exposure 

 ‘chemtrails’ or toxic areal sprays coming into people’s attention 

 non pharma controlled immune system breakthrough www.GCMAF.eu  

 big banks beginning to be fined for market rigging  

 consciousness and activist movements are coming together and sharing resources 

 more people starting to question accuracy of images we are being fed about material systems 

 changing role of US in global affairs  

 climate change agendas being exposed as for profit making, rather than really dealing with the 
old polluting industries 

 people are questioning the ramifications of the USA and other countries being ‘corporations’ 

 people demanding true vision from political systems to develop a roadmap for transformation 
with specific implantable solutions so we may begin transition to true freedom and prosperity 

 over 60% of people now believe that what were once called ‘conspiracy theories’ are real!  

Jupiter is the planet of expansion and growth and has a 12-year cycle. He’s been in Leo since last July 

and leaves in August when he enters Virgo. He’s already connected with Uranus in Aries in late 

September 14 and will do this again in March & June 2015. This amplifies the revolutionary impulse and 

brings in new innovative growth, and as Leo is the sign of ‘leadership’ we are seeing the ineptitude of 

our current leaders writ large and the revelation that they are the servants to corporate masters. Events 

in the first half of the year may further undermine the corrupt system and see more people entering 

politics as ‘independents’ to buck the broken 2-party system. The March timing here will also amplify 

the Uranus/Pluto issues as Jupiter operates through extremes. Jupiter then moves into Virgo in August 

taking lots of heat out of the year, and opening a re-organization phase till Sept 2016 both personally 

http://www.gcmaf.eu/
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and globally. This equates well with the Chinese Year of the Sheep/Goat with much more peaceful co-

operative features. Here’s to that! 

Saturn is the planet of restriction and re-ordering with a 28/9 year cycle. He has been in secretive 

Scorpio since late 2012 till December 23rd 2014. Massive surveillance systems are now the norm under 

the excuse of the war on terror as we continue to lose personal privacy and civil rights at an alarming 

rate. Revelations of the secret agendas of the global cabal have begun to become commonplace for 

those who listen to anything other than the mainstream media. As Scorpio is a financial sign, the reality 

that the world we have known has been built on the concept of ‘more’ and easy debt to purchase 

‘things you don’t really need to impress people you don’t really know’ is up for grabs. It is the end of the 

‘Age of Excess’ and conspicuous consumption is now very passé folks… embarrassing even.  

Saturn now moves into the fire sign of Sagittarius for the next two years. As Saturn urges constraint 

and re-ordering there are lots of implications here to the media & publishing industries, religion & belief, 

tourism & travel, international affairs, knowledge & education, and personally to our core beliefs and 

ideals. The highest attributes of Sagittarius are ‘enlightened wisdom’ and ‘temperance’ and it’s up to 

each of us to practice these qualities so we may contribute to this outcome for our world over the next 2 

years! There’s lots more info on this when you scroll down to the Saturn section. 

The cycles of evolution are driven by the dynamic interplay of the cosmic ordering system…the cycles of 

the stars and planets! The principle of all cycles contains the birth of a new impulse, which then 

develops and expresses its function, then dies so the next cycle can be born…and so on…ad infinitum. So 

let’s have a look at what these cycles have been up to lately and the strategic importance of what 

promises to be a watershed moment in the evolutionary revolution of our times during 2015. 

The Chinese Year of the Wood Sheep  

The Year of the Sheep is an excellent period for all the Chinese zodiac 

signs. According to the Chinese calendar, the element for this year is 

Wood and the lucky color is Green. This Chinese New Year 2015 starts 

from February 19th 2015 up to February 7th 2016. 

The Sheep is the eighth sign in Chinese astrology and number “8” is 

considered to be a very lucky number. It symbolizes wisdom, fortune 

and prosperity. 

The Sheep (Goat) is a Yin energy, a symbol of peace, harmonious co-existence and tranquility thus this is 

the primary and fundamental mood for this year. The emphasis will be on joining forces in order to 

pacify the evil and destruction that creates war, there will be greater concern with getting back to basics 

and finding solutions to problems that have been plaguing the world for some time. This period is also 

great for healing and re-creating harmony within families, and offers a new flowering of artistic 

creativity in response to the heavy yang warrior energies. Many will look into their hearts and souls and 

wonder at past passionate grievances and the realization that the road to harmony and economic 

strength is through peaceful rather than violent ways. 
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The 2015 Horoscope  

…kicks off with a major connection 

between Mars in Aquarius opposite 

Jupiter in Leo…both in challenging 

aspect to the Moon in Taurus. This can 

augur sudden explosive events as Mars 

triggers collective issues (Aquarius) of a 

financial (Moon Taurus 8th house) & 

also revolution/terrorism AND 

positively, communities uniting! This 

reflects the moral war, currency wars & 

cyber wars of our time. As the Jan 1st 

chart is a microcosm for the year this 

tension is a feature during 2015. Times 

to watch for activation on this are late 

March with Mars in Taurus, late June 

when Jupiter returns to this same degree in Leo, and early September when Mars is in Leo.  

Australia’ Horoscope is totally activated by this Mars/Jupiter/Moon combo, as it has the Moon at 

exactly 20deg Taurus! (Jan 1st 1901 1.35pm Sydney). This fits with recent announcements that our 

economy is now under stress due to the drop in coal/iron ore prices and mining slump.  It will be very 

interesting to see if there are any bright ideas as to how to activate and expand productive growth after 

a decade of riding the mining boom. When will global governments get that we have to start producing 

things again, not just making money from trading stock and real estate markets and digging things up? 

It is December 16th and I was about to wrap up this report, but now must post the news that Australia is 

in shock this morning after the death of two hostages in a ‘terror siege’ in Sydney’s CBD. I had written 

about the Jupiter/Mars and Australia’s horoscope info yesterday! So the themes I have outlined have 

already begun. We must not allow this to ignite racial violence but rather practice tolerance & unity! 

Meanwhile we have the ongoing Uranus in Aries square to Pluto in Capricorn (the Zap zone). The big 

difference this year is Saturn, the ruler of Capricorn, has now moved into Sagittarius…see him there in 

the 2nd house (finances once again). This implies issues really move into a big picture public international 

level from the behind the scenes control of the past few years while Saturn was in Scorpio. So generally 

it’s a great idea to limit your exposure to risky toxic debt, and I’m banking (excuse the pun) on positive 

unexpected changes to the current financial model rather than another GFC! 

As Saturn in Sagittarius will square Neptune in Pisces this year we see the possible ‘revelation’ of the 

deceit of our current systems, and/or some big lies from the powers that be. This can also be a major 

energetic shift as large numbers of people begin to practice healthy collective spirituality rather than 

religious separatism.   
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The 26,000 year Mayan Calendar cycle  

There are a number of interconnected calendars in the Mayan 

system, considered to be a ‘Cosmic Timing System’ that reflect 

their deep understanding of long-term cycles of creation, 

following a pattern of phases of dark and light. So these 

calendars are not just a fluffy new age phenomena to capture 

our imagination. The 26,000 year calendar gained popular 

attention due to an ‘end date’ of December 21 2012 and 

became perfect fodder for the doomsday gang at the time.   

The celestial mechanics of this date are actually remarkable as only occur every 26,000 years – a ‘Great 

Cycle’. This is when the December solstice sun aligns with the galactic equator as a result of the 

‘precession of the equinoxes’ and this occurred on 21.12.12. This date not only links in with the 26,000 

cycle, but also with another Mayan Cycle or ‘Tun’ of 5,210 years. It is also the ‘final date’ of their Galactic 

Cycle of 16 Billion years…whoosh! So in terms of a major evolutionary moment they don’t get much 

bigger than this. The implications in terms of species morphing into new forms are similar to 26,000 

years ago when homo sapiens first began to make their impression felt. At subsequent 5,210 year 

phases we have seen the major developments in our global story as it was around 3000BCE that our 

current western and eastern civilization phases began.  

We are now poised for the next ‘shift’ in the underlying consciousness that generates our individual and 

therefore group outcomes. In recent history i.e. the last 500 years we had Galileo and Newton in their 

time channeling their visions to click humanity forwards another notch in our learning of ‘who we really 

are’. We are Gods! But to step into our Godhood requires stepping beyond the old world view that says 

we are merely slaves to the powerful, and that our duty is to them not to ourselves and our true 

purpose. This is of course to serve humanity and have a wonderful time on the way becoming ‘who we 

really are’! 

Uranus God of Change & Revolution Pluto God of Death/Re-birth 

  …invention, freedom, liberation   …transformation, renewal 

The primary ‘backdrop’ for our planetary drama between 2012 and 2016 is provided by these guys 

forming a 90 degree challenging connection…now known as the ‘zap zone’.  

The 127 year Uranus/Pluto cycle is responsible for the progressive revolutionary forces unleashed when 

the seed of the new arises as a regenerative imperative. Unfortunately every culture contains the seeds 

of its own destruction. Progress (Uranus) and decay (Pluto) co-exist. History shows that all societies 

eventually develop the means of their own downfall. They always do it to themselves. It’s a cyclical 

process. Progress, war, devastation then re-awakening.  
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This cycle ushered in the industrial revolution and has been advancing techno revolutions, and the 

power that arises from technology ever since they were ‘discovered’ (1782 & 1930 respectively). Edison, 

Bell, Tesla did Einstein their thing under this influence. So yep fabulous stuff on offer here and we will 

continue to see techno advances at an accelerated rate over the next 3 years. The other thing they are 

famous for is violent revolution if necessary to step beyond the old restrictive authoritarian forces that 

traditionally believe they have the right to run society…and all of us. Think French revolution, as this 

cycle also instinctively drives our evolution for human rights and the freedom of the individual. This is 

the key upgrade of the ‘Unity Consciousness’ of this current cycle.  

Pluto’s job is to break down and then transform the old order. As Pluto stepped into Capricorn in 2008 

for the first time in 250 years the GFC meltdown began and the old Capricorn governance machine went 

into overdrive to prop up the failing banking system. They also began to ramp up their control 

mechanisms via ‘police state’ fascism and media propaganda to keep people believing they could still be 

trusted. But the decay process is irrevocable once it reaches ‘critical mass’, which it has. 

Uranus brings us freedom, innovation, liberation and change. As he entered Aries in 2011 for the first 

time in 84 years the Occupy Movement and the Arab Spring offered us the first glimpse of the 

revolutionary forces that would begin to transpire with Pluto’s transforming process.  The battle 

between the dark and light forces began in earnest. A new wave of inventions and technologies began 

the next great industrial revolution – the bio-molecular revolution. 

Uranus and Pluto began their new 127 year cycle in Virgo in the mid 1960’s. We still call the 60’s 

revolutionary as a general description, and indeed large numbers of radical shifts occurred during this 

time such as: Rock and roll culture – Women’s Lib Movement demands equality as The Pill offers 

freedom – Civil Rights Movement in USA - Eastern philosophies and mystic ideas/practices brought to 

the west - Flowering of the drug culture as hallucinogens arrive courtesy of the chemists! Timothy Leary 

heads a group of Harvard professors who openly experimented with LSD and reported on the positive 

mind and behavior altering effects. The Government illegalized these mind altering substances but a 

whole generation of youth embraced them - New era in hard line US politics after the death of Kennedy 

and the suppression of his reforms leading to the Vietnam War and resultant moratorium against war 

and youth culture revolt against existing values - Development of depth psychology and psychotherapy 

creates a new paradigm leading to the opening of holistic medicine during the 1970s -World Health 

organization implements a 10 year program for the eradication of polio/typhoid/ diphtheria – 

achievement of this increases world population exponentially in subsequent decades - Kennedy 

announces US goal to have man on the Moon by 1970 and this is achieved in 1969 symbolizing a further 

quantum leap similar to the discovery of the telescope - Technology escalates quickly as computer 

technology opens the commercial potential globally as never before - End of the post Victorian era with 

opening of taboos around sexuality - ‘Science versus God’ becomes the essence of scientific 

development reflecting the split off feminine part of our nature - Cold War between Russia and the US 

escalates as the two world polarized positions antagonize and escalate the Nuclear Arms Race - very 

Uranus/Pluto! Quite the list isn’t it.  
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Since then the ‘old order’ regime have done their best to keep us trapped in 

rigid fear/attack belief systems. This is the hallmark of the unconscious 

control of resources paradigm. Since the 1980’s courtesy of the 

‘globalization’ agenda, our world has become a corporate megalopolis 

where the boundaries between government services and the private sector 

have disappeared, and we are now run by massive conglomerates of 

complex interweaving ‘sectors’ with material consumption the matrix that overlays everything. Every 

aspect of our world is now ‘owned’ including our human genomes.  

So is it any surprise that during the period whilst Uranus has been forming the 90degree challenging 

aspect with Pluto that we have seen so many of these themes re-emerge, as the demand for the next 

phase of these reforms toward a more equitable society? And isn’t it absolutely amazing that this timing 

coincides so perfectly with the 26,000 year larger evolutionary cycle? But never before have all the 

classic features of the death/re-birth sequence occurred to the whole global system at once!  

Here are the dates of the 127 (approx.) year Uranus Pluto cycle for you history buffs… 

 Conjunctions 1456 1597 1710 1850 1966 

 Waxing  1498 1624 1757 1877 2012 

 Oppositions 1540 1648 1792 1901 

 Waning  1566 1679 1821 1932 

We are now in a 90degree ‘waxing’ or development cycle offering breakthroughs and new discoveries. 

The last time this happened was the late 1870’s, the era of the birth of big business through power and 

technology i.e. oil and electricity. Thus we can view this current period as the next ‘Business Technology 

Revolution’ = Brave New World 

Exact Passes: June & Sept 2012  May & Sept 2013  April & Dec 2014   

  Jan/Feb/Mar 2015   Jan/Feb 2016 

 

Since the 1970s the United States has advocated a type of capitalism called “predatory capitalism;” it is 

an aberration and an abject failure. When governmental policies cleared the way for major businesses 

to carve out monopolies and to avoid regulation, the notion of a “free market” became an illusion. Many 

people think that our current form of capitalism, which emphasizes huge corporations that are driven by 

the single goal of maximizing profits regardless of social and environmental costs, is the only model. 

That simply is not true. 

There is another way, and we’re seeing it in practice all over the world. Local markets throughout parts 

of Latin America, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, the Middle East, and increasingly in farmers’ markets in 

Australia, Europe and the US demonstrate vibrant alternatives to the predatory form. They emphasize 

local goods and services and, although some of the trading is done through bartering, they are an 

ancient time-tested form of capitalism where community is valued over materialistic excess. 

This alternative creates space for members of the community to each produce and create something the 

rest of the community wants; as needs are fulfilled reasonable profits are also generated. In addition, a 
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great deal of community interaction takes place; people exchange information and have fun 

communicating with each other. Increasingly, people in the United States and Europe and the rest the 

world are coming to understand the eloquence and efficiency of such markets. 

As we join the Consciousness Revolution, we can shift away from practices that no longer work for the 

majority to other economic structures that will provide a future our grandchildren will want to inherit. 

Current prevalent forms of politics and economics must shift. We need to insist, through our power as 

consumers, that corporations set a goal of serving the public interest, instead of maximizing profits for a 

handful of extremely wealthy people. To begin with, you and I can change the way our communities 

conduct business; we can encourage truly “free market” local systems. Big corporations and 

governments out to make the largest profits possible oppose such grass roots capitalism because it 

takes money out of their pockets and puts it back into local communities. Our message will be heard 

loud and clear when we speak with our purchasing power. Even Big Business and Big Government will 

have to change – or go the way of the dinosaurs. Let’s change the predatory capitalism of our current 

system by following the compassionate and community-oriented economic systems of indigenous 

people throughout the world. 

It is now up to us to create the interface between new corporate systems that put people and planet 

alongside profit. It is the power of united individuals who will turn the tide over these years as we can 

no longer wait for or trust our political leaders to do this! Richard Branson and his B-team are a great 

example of the new movement toward this goal – check out http://bteam.org/about/vision to get 

inspired! I have also posted a long list of interesting links on Page    

Beneath the turbulence, hidden behind the clouds of turmoil and the din of public debate, good things 

are happening. We must not allow ourselves to be so overwhelmed by the stress of these changes that 

we lose sight of the good stuff – the reasons for hope and confidence in the future. 

Saturn enters Sagittarius in 2015 for the first time since 1985 

The next very important ingredient to add to the web of interlocking forces is dear old 

Saturn now entering Sagittarius to renovate and restore our ‘Quest for Truth’…as I 

have named this process! Before I develop this it’s important to see what Saturn has 

been up to during 2012/14 while he has been in Scorpio. In a nutshell we have 

experienced a whole new level of political and corporate control…now known as ‘corptocracy’!  

As Scorpio rules money, resources, power & deep hidden behind the 

scenes activities we now have the new multi-billion $ growth 

industry…surveillance; banking systems with more control than ever as 

‘Derivatives’ debt continues to escalate; Monsanto & other agri-business 

controlling food production; secret trade deals for corporate profit; loss of 

property rights to fracking & energy producers; more manipulated wars for 

profits to armaments producers and to generate fear so they can further 

control us; massive erosion of civil liberties on many levels including 

http://bteam.org/about/vision
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hijacking social media; big pharmas making squillions from enforced vaccination programs and 

dispensing anti-depressants to our dumbed down population (doing more harm than good)…the list is 

endless and generally awful in terms of healthy freedom for us all. 

Personally it hasn’t been a lot of fun as we have been forced to look at how emotionally safe and 

therefore powerful we are, as we struggle to make sense of the deepening global crisis. The positive 

process here offered us the release of old limiting fears. Meanwhile most people continue to borrow $ 

to keep afloat in the massive material consumption machine we are told we need. Yikes!  Sorry for that 

dark reading of current affairs but Saturn demands we get real…and that is our current reality.    

Saturn operates through limitation and restriction so we may re-structure the areas he highlights as 

needing an overhaul. He causes tightening of belts to allow for reality checks. Ultimately when we look 

back after he has done his thing we see a positive result but often it is quite painful to get there. He is 

known as ‘The Great Karmic Lord’ who brings tests and limitations and his gift is strengthening our 

commitment and a maturing process.  

The Sagittarian principle inspires our lives with meaning and 

purpose. Saggie territory includes: higher learning/teaching & 

education; philosophy & beliefs thus religion & spirituality; 

dissemination of ideas thus journalism & social media; the travel 

industry; philanthropy; sport;  ‘the big picture’; international activity 

thus the web of global affairs in these epoch changing times. 

Saggie qualities include: luck, good fortune, vision, gambling, expansion, growth, opportunity, fresh 

physical & mental horizons, tolerance/ intolerance, extremism, heroic deeds, ideals, exploration, 

seeking, searching, questing, restless, energetic, grandiosity, larger than life, preaching, promising more 

than we can deliver, all or nothing! 

When we put all these bits together a picture begins to emerge of life areas that will be focalized and 

where we may experience personal and global constraint in the following areas: 

 crises in international tourism and the airline industries 

 major re-structure in media and publishing 

 governments seeking to further control via social media surveillance 

 expansion of global extremism, terrorism & fundamentalism 

 crisis in Roman Catholic and other major religions 

 impact of international trade treaties that have been set up while Saturn in Scorpio 

 expansion of toxic gambling systems – casinos etc. 

 deepening control of educational systems to ‘program’ compliance + costs of education 

 seek to further limit main stream media & people’s right to free speech 

 people adopting non-rational hardline dogma positions 

 exposure & spreading the truth regarding true crisis of global banking systems 

 previous cycles have brought us stock market crises & meltdowns 
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On the positive side we can use Saturn in Sagittarius to: 

 apply ourselves to learn, teach, write, publish our knowledge and ideas 

 embrace the moral codes central to all religions, namely peace, love and co-operation 

 review our purpose & meaning for life and re-frame to contain fresh vision 

 expand our activities internationally 

 speak the TRUTH and ask others to do the same 

 plan our travels to contain a purpose or quest…not just tourism 

 become a committed philanthropist/activist in whatever area is important to you 

 become more tolerant of other people’s beliefs 

 make the transition from surface knowledge to depth knowledge 

 seek alternate news sources beyond mainstream media control 

 give up promising more than you can cope with & extreme behavior of all kinds 
 

There’s no doubt we are an in for a very interesting ride in the global story as Saturn does his thing to 

contribute to re-ordering and re-aligning the existing fears and limitations of Sagittarius, into the 

positive outcomes of tolerance, justice and truth. All the mutable signs Gemini, Sagittarius, Virgo & 

Pisces will be up for re-ordering their life during 2015/16.   

Here’s a list of his movement through Sagittarius during 2015-17 

2015 – reaches 4 deg Sag & retro 14th March – back to 28 Scorp direct 2nd Aug – up to 11 Sag  

2016 – from 11 to 16 degrees & retro 25th March – back to 9 deg direct 13th Aug – up to 21 Sag 

2017 – from 21 to 27 degrees & retro 5th April – back to 21 deg direct 25th Aug – enters Cap 21st Dec 

 

Jupiter has been in Leo since July 2014 and enters Virgo on July 16th 2015 

Jupiter expands the affairs of the sign he is blazing through in any year heralding the 

changing of our fortunes… in more ways than one. He is currently in the fabulous 

creative sign of Leo, which he entered in July 2014 until August 2016 and Leo rules 

the heart! Within the planetary system Jupiter brings opportunity and new horizons 

as his 12 year cycle = the divine number 12/3; an active creative point in the process we call life. As the 

Lord of positive Karma he brings us what we need to open new doors and progress in our lives as he is 

"Fortuna" or luck, but he can indeed operate as opportunity disguised as loss! 

As Leo rules our creative nature, children and our ‘inner child’, capacity for motivation & leadership, love 

& passion; we are meant to use this period to heal and clear any issues we may be carrying that are 

limiting our potential in these areas. As kids we are meant to receive healthy messages to set up our 

adult power as ‘creative individuals who are free to be who we really are’. We need positive approval 

and acknowledgement so we can believe that being alive can be fun! If we don’t get this support there 

are lots of downside issues that lead to aggrandizement and narcissism as we unconsciously seek 
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approval from authority figures…not a good look people. Thus we are seeing plenty of downside Leo at 

the moment collectively, as well as lots of wonderful examples of people stepping into their creative 

power and leadership potential. Make sure you are one of them!  Full article here 

Jupiter enters Virgo on August 12th 2016 and we will experience a noticeable shift in focus toward a 

totally different set of territory for our next expansion phase. Virgo is the second earth sign and is 

concerned with the practical systems that underpin our lives. Yes I know this may not sound too 

interesting, but if we don’t deal with Virgo we will be very sorry down the line, as without this 

organizational feature in our lives we can’t get to our longer term outcomes and achievements.  

Collectively we will see the beginning of practical application into the global systems of the new 

technologies to solve the big environmental and financial issues. The group of you born between 1964-

68 who have the Uranus/Pluto conjunction, will be set to come into a new level of your power as  

influential ‘systems people’ who will implement fabulous new inventions and technologies to radically 

shift current outmoded broken ones!   Virgo is also the sign of physical health and food systems. So 

don’t be surprised when big pharmas and GMO food manufacturing corporations attempt to expand 

their influence, as huge numbers of people resist this and begin to re-orientate their attitude to clean 

food and health outcomes.   

Neptune has been in Pisces since 2012 for the first time in 164 years! 

Neptune in Pisces is deepening the psycho/spiritual growth that offers the beautiful 

counterpoint to all the Uranus/Pluto mayhem of these times. His influence is deep 

and pervasive…way above the threshold of daily consciousness. So be grateful that 

our evolutionary planetary forces have everything covered despite outward 

appearances. Our spiritual evolution will occur in leaps and bounds over the 14 years he is in Pisces.   

Full article here 

Neptune’s part in our current global story involves the spread of a new wave of spiritual awareness and 

inspiration through the collective emotional field as he infuses us with the new imprint or DNA program. 

Neptune’s entry into Pisces in 2012 coincided with the Mayan Calendar cycle shift. He is a huge 

ingredient in these times opening a new phase in our spiritual evolution as he also brings us the 

‘spiritual crisis’ of these times where material values appear to have replaced loving compassion, 

tolerance and faith in our higher nature and purpose.   

Historically Neptune’s 14 year passage through a sign influences the fashion/style/image of the 

time…the Zeitgeist…along with films and media that reflect this. Physical science is now ‘proving’ the 

power of our mind to influence our outer world and many breakthroughs are occurring in the 

understanding of the causal link between our emotional/mental and physical health. By connecting with 

our intuitive nature we can step into ‘the stream of consciousness’ and invite synchronicity into our 

creative flow! It is time to get past our own ego needs and see what we can do for others. The many 

global religions are all underpinned with core spiritual values and truths. It is only when they become 

dogmatic about their version of God that they can be used as political tools to control and limit people 

and create ‘separation’ rather than inclusiveness.  

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/pdf/Jupiter-Enters-Leo+Horoscopes.pdf
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/pdf/Neptune%20in%20Pisces%20Feb%202012.pdf
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The USA Horoscope  

…has been under many challenging transits for the past few years and so far their political/economic 

system is continuing to limp along with massive bailouts and money printing staving off a big social and 

final crunch…which began as Pluto opposed the USA Sun in March 2014 and continues through 2015 

and 2016. When Pluto joined the USA Sun between late 1924 and 1927 the USA began its rise to 

prominence in the commercial industrial complex. Let’s hope the opposition finally offers the 

regenerative force so needed so they may re-invent themselves and re-claim the moral integrity that 

forged the nation in the first place. 

So in 2015 not only will the US Sun receive the next opposition from Pluto in Capricorn, but Pluto moves 

up to 14 degrees and begins to square Saturn in the chart. This is an underpinning feature of the USA 

chart, as with natal Sun in Cancer in 7th house (public relations) square Saturn in Libra in 10th house 

(global corporate responsibility) offers the reason why the USA has been such a global influence since 

the rise of the US dominance since the end of WWII. All this is now under threat as their allowance of 

the big banking cartels led by the privately owned Federal Reserve, has destroyed their economy. 

 

The Sun is the ‘identity’ of the USA, which is now going through a massive death/rebirth process for a 

couple of years. Think Occupy America. As the US$ underpins the global economy the $ may be 

challenged as the reserve currency over the next 2 years. As the US begins to head toward their Pluto 

return (250 year cycle) from 2020 the very nature of the original Declaration of Rights that underpinned 

their constitution is now up for grabs. Since the exposure of sensitive information about the NSA and 

other US global agendas they have begun to be involved in not only their external oil wars, but a moral 
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war as they do battle with their own disillusioned population who are dismayed at the betrayal of their 

civil liberties, but also their core values and financial security.  As the USA heads into confrontation with 

other nations engaged in a ‘currency war’ game to topple the supremacy of the US$ we may indeed be 

about to witness a constitutional crisis as the very essence of the US system is called to account.   

Ah such an interesting time to be alive. Due to the ‘Chaos factor’ of our times it is impossible to know 

what will transpire, which is what makes it so interesting. What I do know is that enough of us unite our 

hearts and minds to create the new consciousness to permeate the collective emotional field with ‘Unity 

Consciousness’  then the old powers that be haven’t got a chance. Hoorah! 

Be aware that a likely scenario here involves the uniting of the secret power cabals into an even greater 

control system. The Bilderberg Group was founded in 1953 when Saturn was in Scorpio. (May 29 1954 

10.00am Amhem Netherlands). The charts of all the major world powers all have strong connections to this 

chart! www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilderberg_Group 

This annual meeting of political and economic representatives from 18 nations meets behind closed 

doors to run the global show. They do not release reports and minutes are not available to the public. 

Attendees include heads of the World Bank, Federal Reserve and major banking cartels. So how about 

Occupy Bilderberg!! Isn’t it time the lid was blown on the truth about how they really run this planet? Is 

this what we can hope for from Uranus and Pluto unlocking the gates to the castle?  

2015 Eclipses 
Eclipses are an incredibly important feature of any solar year as these alignments between moon/sun/ 

earth, activate links between soul/creative ego/worldly expression…in 19 year groups. So every solar or 

lunar eclipse is actually part of a ‘family’ that only repeats every 19 years. Destiny calls on these cycles as 

we release the past and welcome the new. Check your chart and see if you have planets close to these 

degrees. If so then these parts of your life will experience the beginning of a new 19 year cycle. Check 

back to what happened last time for clues and themes for this one. 

20th March Total Solar (New Moon) 29deg Pisces This is the first eclipse in Pisces/Virgo 

with more to come over next 18 months, opening a new phase in psycho/spiritual breakthroughs. 

4th April Total Lunar (Full Moon)  14deg Aries/Libra Fab new partnership options 

here and/or sudden endings to relationships that are limiting. 

This first pair is part of Saros Cycle 17 South. “Sudden success in group projects – good news and 

happiness in love”. Eclipses are affective for 6 months until the second set in Sept 2015. 

13th Sept Partial Solar (New Moon) 20deg Virgo Food, diet and mind/body health are 

highlighted – may involve healing crises that lead to greater awareness 

28th Sept Total Lunar (Full Moon  4deg Aries Great for PR and marketing & new 

alliances but must keep independence also – spreading knowledge and info 

This second set of eclipses is part of Saros Cycle 18 North. “Avoid worry or excessive thinking and 

overstressing physical body”. (Bernadette Brady ‘The Eagle & the Lark) 

http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilderberg_Group
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Mercury Retrograde Periods 

Mercury retrogrades (apparently goes backward) three times each year. As this is the planet whose 

magnetisms affect all forms of communication these periods are when IT and gizmos don’t work 

properly and messages/mail gets lost…you get the idea. So don’t buy new appliances, be aware that 

travel plans may change, avoid signing contracts etc. as details are often incorrect. Mind you some folks 

don’t experience these problems because of their horoscope makeup, so check your chart with a good 

Astrologer to work with planning your year on all levels…saves so much time and mess!   

Ah yes I am available for chart sessions! So drop an email or ring to make a date. 

maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au  61 755 945959  

2015 Mercury retro periods are in air signs highlighting opportunities to re-do, re-evaluate, re-organize 

your ideas and information and set up networks.  

Aquarius 17th Jan till 12th Feb – but not till 4th March for full steam ahead  

Gemini  19th May till 12th June – but not till 27th June for full steam ahead 

Libra  16th Sept till 9th Oct – but not till 24th Oct for full steam ahead 

Before we get to the Horoscopes or 2015 here are some cool examples of the remarkable new techno 

advances on offer in the past year that will now go mainstream in 2014 and completely revolutionize 

our lives. Also links to articles/videos about financial, political and business systems. 

http://www.thrivemovement.com/  Where do you want the world to go from here? 

http://www.thrivemovement.com/the_movie 

Chemtrails, Climate Engineering & Cover-Up... 

Stop the Spies: Australians Rise Up Against Mandatory Data Retention  

Iraq, Libya and now Syria? A Plan for Global US Military Supremacy  

The ISIS Threat: A Convenient Cover-Up  

http://www.activistpost.com/2014/11/obamas-secret-treaty-would-be-most.html  

http://www.activistpost.com/2014/11/the-economic-end-game-explained.html  

http://rt.com/business/173008-brics-bank-currency-pool/  BRICS establish $100bn bank and currency pool to cut 

out Western dominance 

Ron Paul: Independents Must Infiltrate the Two-party Monopoly with Ideas   

Zwipe: World's First Biometric Credit Card Will Arrive in 2015 – Pay with your finger print 

Colorado Earthquake at Fracking Operation! California Volcanoes Waking! 

http://www.examiner.com/article/russia-ratifies-economic-union-and-readies-trade-currencies-other-than-dollar  

mailto:maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au
http://www.thrivemovement.com/
http://www.thrivemovement.com/the_movie
http://activistpost.us1.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=f68051b0b8&e=5046ef2ace
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/10/stop-spies-australians-rise-up-against.html
http://activistpost.us1.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=83deba51ef&e=5046ef2ace
http://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=44a884eddc&e=5046ef2ace
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/11/obamas-secret-treaty-would-be-most.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/11/the-economic-end-game-explained.html
http://rt.com/business/173008-brics-bank-currency-pool/
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/11/ron-paul-independents-needs-to.html
http://activistpost.us1.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=692ad5c776&e=5046ef2ace
http://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=adb5e989f8&e=5046ef2ace
http://www.examiner.com/article/russia-ratifies-economic-union-and-readies-trade-currencies-other-than-dollar
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http://www.shiftfrequency.com/lisa-renee-quantum-of-light/#more-60366  The human body is a holographic light 

projector   

http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/09/07/unprecedented-911-c-span-video-911-truth-finally-appears-in-the-

mainstream-media/  

http://themindunleashed.org/2014/09/is-this-the-breakthrough.html Great invention for new solar panels 

http://stopsmartmeters.org.uk/bees-birds-and-mankind-how-wireless-radiation-is-destroying-the-natural-world-

order/ 

Life Edited  Green depot – environmental living and building 

http://www.activistpost.com/2014/10/0-silver-price-point-of-liberty.html#r7YsOrKEQoOgHrbW.99 

http://www.sovereignman.com/personal-privacy/brazil-builds-its-own-fiber-optic-network-to-avoid-the-nsa-

15551/ 

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2014/11/15/The-Most-Important-Election-You-Havent-Heard-Of  

http://www.economicpolicyjournal.com/2014/11/warning-bank-deposits-will-soon-no.html  

http://www.activistpost.com/2014/11/3-of-10-largest-economies-in-world-have.html#more  

http://www.activistpost.com/2014/12/plummeting-oil-prices-could-destroy.html  

New Law Would Make Taxpayers Potentially Liable For TRILLIONS In Derivatives Losses  

Bought: The Hidden Story Behind Vaccines, Big Pharma, and Your Food New movie 

http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/proof-that-group-meditation-can-change-the-world/  

Unique interview with the two heroes of our time Edward Snowden & Julian Assange champions of our human 

rights http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKSDmwKcFQA  

World Bank – Money Laundering Criminals >>>click here<<<   

http://rt.com/business/173008-brics-bank-currency-pool/  BRICS establish $100bn bank and currency pool to cut 

out Western dominance 

RT Exposes Eugenics Agenda: Governments, Nestlé, Monsanto, Bill Gates Cause Misery & Death >>>click here<<<  

Big news also that ‘Tech Giants Have Called on the US to Reform Surveillance Laws in wake of Edward 

Snowden NSA Leaks’. Snowden feels vindicated as world debates spying US secretary of state John Kerry 

admits spying has gone 'too far'.  Here is Ed Snowden’s Christmas Message >>>click here<<< 

Ground breaking medical technology destroys the pharmaceutical paradigm and the doctors that practice it, using 

electromagnetic vibration to diagnose and cure without side effects yet with pinpoint precision. <<< click here<<<  

This technology makes GM obsolete and also addresses the whole global warming fear that there is too much 

carbon dioxide in the air, by simply converting excess CO2 into edible plant mass. <<< click here<<<  

http://www.shiftfrequency.com/lisa-renee-quantum-of-light/#more-60366
http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/09/07/unprecedented-911-c-span-video-911-truth-finally-appears-in-the-mainstream-media/
http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/09/07/unprecedented-911-c-span-video-911-truth-finally-appears-in-the-mainstream-media/
http://themindunleashed.org/2014/09/is-this-the-breakthrough.html
http://stopsmartmeters.org.uk/bees-birds-and-mankind-how-wireless-radiation-is-destroying-the-natural-world-order/
http://stopsmartmeters.org.uk/bees-birds-and-mankind-how-wireless-radiation-is-destroying-the-natural-world-order/
http://www.lifeedited.com/
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/10/0-silver-price-point-of-liberty.html#r7YsOrKEQoOgHrbW.99
http://www.sovereignman.com/personal-privacy/brazil-builds-its-own-fiber-optic-network-to-avoid-the-nsa-15551/
http://www.sovereignman.com/personal-privacy/brazil-builds-its-own-fiber-optic-network-to-avoid-the-nsa-15551/
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2014/11/15/The-Most-Important-Election-You-Havent-Heard-Of
http://www.economicpolicyjournal.com/2014/11/warning-bank-deposits-will-soon-no.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/11/3-of-10-largest-economies-in-world-have.html#more
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/12/plummeting-oil-prices-could-destroy.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/12/new-law-would-make-taxpayers.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2014/12/bought-hidden-story-behind-vaccines-big.html
http://www.spiritscienceandmetaphysics.com/proof-that-group-meditation-can-change-the-world/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKSDmwKcFQA
http://deusnexus.wordpress.com/2013/06/22/money-laundering-criminals
http://rt.com/business/173008-brics-bank-currency-pool/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=fDChQOhHXbA
http://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2013/dec/25/edward-snowden-christmas-message-video
http://soundofheart.org/galacticfreepress/content/deta-elis-groundbreaking-star-trek-medicine-reality-%E2%80%93-bioresonance
http://www.independent.ie/business/irish/wave-goodbye-to-global-warming-gm-and-pesticides-29525621.html
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And can’t resist sharing this one: Thanks to Sweeping Legalization Measures, Marijuana is Fastest Growing Industry 

in USA  <<< click here<<< 

Sonic Geometry: The Language of Frequency and Form – this is a very important video! <<< click here<<<  

Quantum Physics Proves that there IS an Afterlife, Claims Scientist  <<< click here<<<  

'Hyperloop Alpha  Fifth Mode' Of Transportation,  Unveiled <<< click here<<<  

The Sun's Magnetic Field Is About to Flip - Something big is about to happen on the sun. According to 

measurements from NASA-supported observatories, the sun's vast magnetic field is about to flip. >>>click here<<< 

Old Global Warming Science Models Now Being Challenged - >>> Click here<<< 

Google buys Robotics Companies – Here Come the Robots >>>click here<<<  

3D printing will revolutionize production  >>>click here<<<  

“A derivative is a legal bet (contract) that derives its value from another asset, such as the future or current value of oil, 

government bonds or anything else.  A derivative buys you the option (but not obligation) to buy oil in 6 months for today's 

price/any agreed price, hoping that oil will cost more in future. (I'll bet you it'll cost more in 6 months). Derivative can also be 

used as insurance, betting that a loan will or won't default before a given date. So it’s a big betting system, like a Casino, but 

instead of betting on cards and roulette, you bet on future values and performance of practically anything that holds value. The 

system is not regulated what-so-ever, and you can buy a derivative on an existing derivative.  

Most large banks try to prevent smaller investors from gaining access to the derivative market on the basis of there being too 

much risk. The Derivative market has blown a galactic bubble, just like the real estate bubble or stock market bubble (that's 

going on right now). Since there is literally no economist in the world that knows exactly how the derivative money flows or 

how the system works, while derivatives are traded in microseconds by computers, we really don't know what will trigger the 

crash, or when it will happen, but considering the global financial crisis this system is in for tough times that will be catastrophic 

for the world financial system, since the 9 largest banks hold a total of $228.72 trillion in Derivatives - Approximately 3 times 

the entire world economy. No government in the world has money for this bailout.” 

http://demonocracy.info/infographics/usa/derivatives/bank_exposure.html  

 

So folks it appears we are in for another big year of breakdowns and breakthroughs in 2015, so please 

remember there is fabulous growth on offer if we are willing to re-invent ourselves and think and act 

consciously! Blessings and love to all for a fantastic year of growth and prosperity in 2015. Peace and 

goodwill to all  Maggie  

Read on for your 2015 Horoscopes after a message from me…  

http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2013/12/19/thanks-to-sweeping-legalization-measures-marijuana-is-fastest-growing-industry-in-us
http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2013/12/23/sonic-geometry-the-language-of-frequency-and-form/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2503370/Quantum-physics-proves-IS-afterlife-claims-scientist.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/12/hyperloop-alpha-elon%20musk_n_3745505.html?ir=Technology&utm_campaign=081213&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Alert-technology&utm_content=FullStory
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/08/130806171645.htm
file:///C:/Users/Margaret/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/NNB1B6XP/email.mht
http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2013/12/16/here-come-the-robots-google-bought-8-robotic-companies-in-last-6-months/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTh0rzCXefQ
http://demonocracy.info/infographics/usa/derivatives/bank_exposure.html
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Maggie Kerr (AAT. APA. Dip. Couns.) is a leading Australian Astrologer who has 

offered her services as a Counsellor, Teacher, Author and Presenter for over 28 

years. She is an accredited teacher with the FAA, APA member, member of the 

FAA exam board and the Australian Vice-President for ISAR. 

Maggie has trained in the fields of Metaphysics, Philosophy, Astrology, 

Humanism, Ancient Teachings, Psychology and Psychotherapy. Her unique blend 

of these subjects offers in-depth understanding of our life purpose and challenges 

to our empowerment. Maggie has been a pioneer in developing tools and 

techniques to identify and change limiting unconscious patterns. 

Her earlier career in Computing & Corporate Marketing, Advertising and Tourism, ensures an 

understanding of business cultures and procedures, and has led to her interest in offering concepts and 

training toward a more 'Conscious and Ethical Corporate World'.  

A message from Maggie! 

When I first began my love affair with Astrology 30 years ago I could never have imagined that it would 

become the source of life’s work. It was always about finding out about ‘me’ and how I could heal my 

old broken bits and step into my true essence…which by the way is I am Aquarian Sun, with Moon in 

Sagittarius and Leo Rising. Through my fascination with the great cycles that underpin human evolution I 

have accidentally become a ‘social commentator’ as well as a counseling astrologer, and I have always 

offered my insights free of charge through my articles and reports. I make my ‘living’ through my work 

as a therapist/counselor and teacher who attempts to ‘spread a little light’ to enable people to step into 

their conscious power. 

So this year for the first time ever I am actually going to ask you, my faithful readers and clients and 

students…new and old…to please contribute a donation to my work if you have enjoyed my monthly 

newsletters and this current 2015 report and horoscopes. I would be very grateful as I do a lot of behind 

the scenes work that is not paid along the way!  

You can donate here if you’d like  Many thanks and warm wishes to you! 

And of course you are welcome to share a session to empower your insight for growth and development 

for 2015! So drop an email or ring to make a date.  

maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au  61 755 945959  

 

  

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/donation.html
mailto:maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au
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2015 Horoscopes   Maggie Kerr AAT APA 

 

www.universalastrology.com.au       www.facebook.com/UniversalAstrology 

Follow on twitter @universalmaggie 61 755 945959 

These insights are for the Sun signs so make sure to read your Moon and Ascendant signs for a deeper 

understanding of your 2015 potential. If you don’t know them it’s time to get in touch with me! I hope 

you like the body art zodiac signs!   

Aries  “Bold brave and inventive” is your mantra for 2015 my friends, as 

rarely have planets conspired to offer you such freedom of creative expression and 

fresh pathways to do your pioneering thing! In the general global mess out there 

you are the dudes and gals whose job it is to pave the way for the exciting new 

inventions and technologies that will bring our new systems into being beyond the 

old stale models that don’t work anymore. So think big and go for it in these times 

of global revolution & change.   

Your ruling planet Mars starts the year in crazy, progressive, dare to be different Aquarius in aspect with 

expansive Jupiter suggesting some kind of crazy unexpected start to your year…not bad…just a surprise 

of some kind. This triggers a brand new phase in group and team enterprises with your purpose being to 

contribute to positive developments within our world. 

This sets the tone for 2015 as Jupiter’s passage through Leo since mid-14 till mid-15 assures you of 

splendid openings, increased confidence, good luck and growth with and through your kids. Your own 

inner child is demanding freedom to explore totally innovative territory so give him/her full permission 

to shine and radiate your loving heart. Downside here can be becoming a bit too pleased with 

yourself…also known as narcissism… so act like a humble ram and make sure you support everyone 

around you into their creative potential, as you develop your own.  

Early March and late July are optimum times for launching new gigs, flying the coop and generally saying 

yes to fabulous options.  From August Jupiter heads into Virgo for a year, opening excellent daily ‘work 

and service’ growth thus organizing and setting up systems for the fresh stuff you initiate in the first half 

of the year, will be imperative to ensure major career outcomes by 2020. Astro cycles are just wonderful 

for long time strategic planning! This is also a great time for setting new health goals.   

Revolutionary Uranus continues his passage through your sign (2011 till 2018) so for those born 2nd-11th 

April it’s your turn for major shifts & changes beyond any other time before in your life! Yep its big kids 

and by years’ end you will have either stepped into a fresh set of options, or achieved this by someone 

else saying ‘hey it’s time to stand in your own power’ (and stop feeding off mine).  As your desire for 

freedom and space inspires you to fresh horizons your evolution now also demands the wisdom to look 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/
http://www.facebook.com/UniversalAstrology
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before you leap and move beyond any old angry/aggressive patterns that may still be hindering your 

ability to relate and co-operate with others.  

Saturn entering Sagittarius for the first time in 30 years is also excellent news for you as he opens a new 

2 year period in your ‘higher leaning, purpose and international’ sector. This may incline you to have a 

serious look at whether your purpose is aligned with your goals, and If you’ve been sensing it’s time for 

up-skilling or educating yourself in a new field then this is the energy you need to really apply yourself 

seriously and go for it. Or perhaps it may be time for you to step up into your potential as a writer or 

teacher? Saturn also reminds you to be very tolerant of other people’s beliefs and give up old judgments 

you may hold. This is another liberating feature in what will be a powerful year of growth and change. 

Taurus  You’ve just done a tough couple of years courtesy of task master 

Saturn in your opposite sign Scorpio, so raise your glass with a big hoorah on NY Eve 

and bid him farewell and thanks for the lessons! You are stronger than you were and 

you’ve resolved many old relating issues that were limiting you. Saturn now moves 

into your ‘shared resources’ sector for the next 2 years so it’s time to sort out and 

re-structure investments, and as 2015 may be a year of global banking crises get out 

of the debt machine as much as possible. This is a renovation phase to dig up and 

clean out old ‘stuff’ both physically and psychologically, so make sure you re-

program any old ‘poverty consciousness’ fears still lurking in your unconscious patterns! Your 2015 

mantra is “I am safe, secure and prosperous!” 

Jupiter in Leo since mid-2014 is sending his expansionary rays into your home and family scene with lots 

of coming and going as kids fly the coop or new souls arrive to enhance the tribe with fresh inspiration. 

There’s a big freedom theme in this story as Mars in Aquarius triggers this big time on New Year. This 

can not only bring sudden shifts on the home front but also in your career sector, where you are meant 

to step up into fresh techno levels or make like an inventive Bull, who isn’t afraid to innovate and leave 

stale outmoded bits behind. Lots of fun here if you’re willing to let go and not do your stubborn cow 

thing. 

From July Jupiter heads into a very creative phase as he leaps into practical hard working Virgo…yep 

you’re going to love this, as he offers you fresh territory to add to your re-invention of these strategic 

years. He will be here until September 2016 bringing increased good fortune on many levels and as he is 

in your speculation and love’ sector this is very good news indeed! You will feel an increased sense of 

optimism and confidence and if you’ve been doing the work to heal your security issues this can be a 

phase of wonderful success. Obviously having a ‘flutter’ here and there is a must, but don’t bet the bank 

and take time to enjoy your kids as investing time with them now offers true gold into the future.  

You are the builders and preservers of the Zodiac system with tremendous power at your disposal to be 

agents of change toward healthy green places and the food we eat so go for it, as 2015 will be a pivotal 

year when nasty selfish greedy interests must be replaced with healthy sustainable practices. If you 

work in investment and banking sectors your job is to become part of the new money systems that are 

arising as positive alternate scenarios, to replace the old broken global banking nonsense that controls 
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and enslaves people. So educate yourself to empower yourself so you don’t get left behind in the chaos 

of the past! A very positive year ahead for you dear bulls if you step up into ‘sustainable consciousness’. 

Gemini  You’re in enhanced rapid evolution mode as 2015 opens with lots 

of planets zinging through all the sectors you love best i.e. networking, 

communication and learning areas are highly stimulated now. So don’t plan on too 

much time on the couch for the first half of the year as you take advantage of 

Jupiter in Leo’s opportunities to travel and expand your team/group interactions. 

There’s a brand new breeze blowing in our world to stir up the old outmoded 

mindset that is crippling our planet, and you’re just the people to teach and share 

the stimulating new visions and knowledge for our revolutionary times. These are 

‘travellin’ under wide skies’ kind of timings so excellent for international outings for both work and 

pleasure, plus excellent timing to study and enlarge your tool kit. 

This all aligns perfectly with another totally important development kicking in from our old mate Saturn 

who will be in Sagittarius and your partnership zone for the next 2 years. Lots of implications here, and 

they all involve your ability to focus and direct your energy as never before. When he opposes our sun 

sign he calls us to grow up and take responsibility for our potential to ‘be the SELF who I really am’. This 

requires healing and reprogramming any old issues you may still carry about being smart enough or 

good at communicating. So your mantra is “I am now heard and understood”. This allows you to learn to 

speak clearly and simply and not overcompensate with too many words without not really saying what 

you mean, OR undercompensate and be frightened of speaking at all. Once you’re in balance on this you 

can begin to effectively carry Saturn’s authority in your chosen field and really build your life toward 

excellent outcomes over the next few years.  

This will all impact on your relating situations both personally and professionally as Saturn will offer you 

mirrors for your conscious awareness of these old patterns. Its tres important not to project your fears 

and perceived limitations onto partners now, as you also take stock of whether old relationships have 

actually gone past their use by date and be prepared to let them go. Then you may begin to build 

significant new alliances that will support your outcomes rather than limit them. Social justice and ‘right 

human relations’ are keynotes of this phase, along with building new PR and marketing strategies for 

your projects. 

From August lucky Jupiter heads into Virgo and your home/family territory, initiating 12 months of 

growth and expansion in the foundations of your life. Ultimately this sets up a new 12 year cycle so by 

building safe foundations both physically and emotionally you can trust that you will achieve major 

career outcomes in 6 years’ time! Home renovation or down or up scaling are typical here, along with 

kids flying the coop or welcoming new members to your tribe so if family members need your support 

you will be happy to provide it under this influence. 

You’re in for a terrific year kids if you don’t mind a bit of hard work and are ready to see what you’re 

really made of. 
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Cancer  Shell people have been in a fabo growth phase over the past few 

years that has inspired you to create healthy new possibilities in your world, as you 

have also had to let go of lots of old fears and insecurities to allow this! You are ‘the 

nurturers’ of the Zodiac who are meant to offer safe support to others without 

buying into their fears and insecurities and ‘over-nurturing’ so people don’t take 

responsibility for their own lives. Yes it’s a fine line sometimes! Your ruling planet is 

the Moon who starts the year in the financial sign of Taurus so money stuff is high 

on the priority radar until mid-year.  

This is backed up with expansive Jupiter in Leo now charging through your money/values sector 

enhancing your earning outcomes, and just as importantly growing your ability to feel really worthwhile 

and valuable as you make your contributions…large or small. Ask yourself “What do I really value that 

underpins my creative output?” Jupiter is considered ‘lucky’ thus this may be the best earning period in 

12 years, plus you may need to spend some $ to enhance your goals for the future. The only problem 

can be his tendency to excess, so don’t be reckless by spending too much because you’re feeling 

prosperous. The whole value system of our planetary culture is morphing over these years. Conspicuous 

consumption is now very passé folks…embarrassing even. ‘Keep it simple’ is the key to life from here.  

From August Jupiter enters Virgo for a year into your networking/learning sector. Obvious calls here to 

studying and training up your skill sets, or generally expanding your areas of operation physically and 

intellectually. Virgo says it’s time to set up effective organizational systems to underpin your future 

goals. This can be a busy period with lots of journeys on offer to link up with people and stimulating new 

ideas and info to grow your life is on offer in this period. Jupiter is an international kind of guy so no 

surprises if contact and networks take you beyond your country of origin.  

If you are born between 5th and 13th July it’s your turn for a major revolution in your life courtesy of 

Uranus and Pluto in their epoch changing aspect with each other…and to your Sun in Cancer. This allows 

you to examine and free up old insecure stuff, let go of a whole phase of your life and get ready to step 

into your power in a whole new way over the next 2 years. Awesome for those who are willing to do the 

letting go bit!  

Meanwhile ambitious Saturn now steps into your work and health sector as he moves through 

Sagittarius over the next 2 years. This dude offers us treasure if we’re able to apply ourselves to build 

the new systems to organize our life that Jupiter is opening…both emotionally and physically. Any 

restrictions that arise are signals that either your fear of responsibility and hard work are up, OR you 

simply don’t get the importance of creating really good structures to underpin your work outcomes. 

Planning and strategy is his favorite gig as you steadily build your creative potential. You may feel 

pooped at times so conserve your energy whenever possible and take very good care of your diet and 

health. In the midst of all this just remember that you are meant to have a good time on the way and 

not take it all too seriously. Don’t forget to enjoy the fruits of your labor and play with your kids!  
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Leo  Ah dear lionhearted ones are you riding the wave of expansion that 

has swept into your world since mid-2014? I’m talkin’ about Jupiter’s passage 

through your sign since last July for his once in 12-year opportunity to grow your 

creative potential. This God enhances and enlarges the potentials plus the pitfalls 

of the sign he is activating, so if you still doubt your awesomeness and full 

leadership goodies then any psychological blockages or defenses will be right in 

your face!  

If you still unconsciously seek approval and validation from others it’s time to start 

giving it to yourself. Downside Lion issues involve ‘aggrandizement’ and ‘self-importance’ from an inner 

child who lacks true belief that “It’s safe to be authentically me”. Humble lions take great pride in 

motivating others to reach their potential as they strive toward their own.  

If you’ve been wondering why all this expansive visionary stuff has felt somewhat inhibited during late 

2014 it’s because task master Saturn has just spent the last 2 years re-defining and re-structuring your 

career territory. He’s not a very easy guy…indeed he is responsible for the sludgy stuck energies during 

2012-14, so hopefully you have responded to the urge to set fresh goals and re-organize and build the 

structures you need to achieve them, as this is all about to pay off handsomely as 2015 unfolds. 

Saturn spends the next 2 years in Sagittarius re-setting some massive global features in fields of 

knowledge/information and beliefs. Sag is your fellow fire sign so you are one of the gang who benefit 

personally with relative ease from this process. Leo leadership often involves teaching and mentoring 

and spreading ‘the word’. So use this next 2 years to build a solid base under your creative knowledge as 

you own your potential as a ‘wise teacher’.   

Children become important features here so embrace your responsibility to them with love and 

excitement as they deserve your attention and support into their potential, which does indeed always 

mirror your own! Downside on this one can be you demanding that people listen to your view of the 

world and being intolerant of theirs…but you won’t do that will you? 

Great timings for fresh endeavors and forward motion toward exciting stimulus and change are early 

March and mid-July (which could also be travel timings), before Jupiter heads into earthy practical Virgo 

from August 2015 till September 2016. He then starts to grow your earning potential from all this fab 

new creativity you are unleashing! Virgo says be careful of money and resources. You may invest in new 

projects with a purpose but whatever you do conserve don’t splurge, which can be the tendency as 

financial success starts to occur! 2015 will bring to the fore a whole new group of conscious leaders as 

the old dragons drop off their mountains. Are you one of them? 
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Virgo  I’ve always loved the sign of Virgo as you guys are so not invested in 

‘front and center notice me’ kind of attention, and generally just get on with the job 

of serving our world by creating useful systems. Humble is the word here and 

sometimes it’s important to give yourself credit for your simple hard working 

approach to life and how much the rest of us appreciate this. You’ve been in a ‘behind 

the scenes zone’ since mid-2014 as expansive Jupiter has been activating your 

psycho/intuitive zone for his once in 12 year growth to add a whole new dimension to 

your life platform.  

So don’t freak out if you’re not up for a lot of external life action, because you are ‘off the boil’ so you 

may develop your intuitive power and create a whole new balance in that busy mind of yours. Perhaps 

you’ve begun to meditate or learn psychic development skills, or start studying the Science of Mind 

where we learn how to empower the life we want to live via our creative imagination? I encourage all of 

these trainings, as one of the features of our global consciousness evolution over these years is the 

marriage or union between our rational left brain thinking/planning mind AND our intuitive creative 

power. This is truly life changing once you know how! First step is to give up worry and fret, over-

analyzing and ‘thinking things to death’, people as it uses up heaps of good energy for absolutely no 

return…ha!   You are now free to begin to trust the flow of your life as your higher self or Soul is finally 

allowed to run the show…not your doubts and anxieties! 

On August 11th fabulous Jupiter enters your sign for the first time in 12 years and you will be freshly re-

born and ready to rock and roll once more…hoorah! Think back to late 2003 till Sept 2004 for insights 

into your life then for clues and signals now. You no doubt began a whole new life phase with a sense of 

positive expectation for your future…and so it will be again. Just make sure you have taken advantage of 

this inner reflective sojourn until then so you don’t take any of your old shite with you into the future! 

For those born 6th and 7th Sept you now move into the most powerful phase of your life ever! Are you 

ready to really own your power? If not this next few years offers you the chance to say “I am free to be 

powerful and really express my true potential”. Meanwhile Saturn, the planet of structure, duty and 

goals steps into your communication sector as he enters Sagittarius for the next 2 years. He brings you 

the strength to own your fears of really speaking your truth about the things that matter…like health 

and healing and animal rights, and food and hygiene and the essential ingredients that build a healthy 

life. Are you ready to do some work to make a difference in these areas? Go for it dear Virgo! 

Libra  You’ve been very invested in your home scene and family of origin 

over the past few years and taken many steps to make your secure foundations 

exactly that…secure! This has not only strengthened you and helped you become 

more responsible but also reminded you of the core values that make your life 

worthwhile, even if at times this has not been particularly easy…oh yeah I hear you 

say! As Saturn in Scorpio ground his way through your finances zone between 2012-

14 you’ve had to confront old financial insecurities so you may replace these with 
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prosperous possibilities, and from 2015 the pressure is off…yay! Next step in your building process is to 

develop your networking and knowledge skills to add to your evolution into the wonderful person you 

are who cares deeply about human rights and social justice.  

For the next 2 years Saturn in Sagittarius calls you deal with any old issues you may have about the 

power of your words and ideas. Often this impels us toward a study phase and keeps us close to home 

rather than gadding about the countryside so you may develop knowledge or skills to feed your long 

term goals. This can be a wonderful period as it feeds your innate love of relating to others with 

pragmatic positivity ideas and info, so treat this as gift rather than a challenge! The issues you get to sort 

out here involve any patterns you still carry that keep you in fear of speaking up or believing you are 

good enough in the ‘smart department’. We are all smart in different ways…even folks who are 

intellectually handicapped have a gift in some way. Your smarts involve people skills, public relations, 

sales and marketing, beautifying and design. You aren’t called ‘the style kings/queens of the Zodiac’ for 

nothing! So ask yourself how you can build your strengths in which ever of these areas is your thing and 

apply yourself to enhance your toolkits with fresh knowledge.  

As natural peace keepers you prefer to avoid conflict or holding your ground, and this innate passivity 

can sometimes block your progress as you are too busy pleasing others rather than taking action when 

you need to. However, recent new expansive qualities have been feeding into your psyche thanks to 

Jupiter in Leo. He is moving through your ‘group and general public sector’ since mid-2014 until 

September 2015 bringing lots of connections and fresh people and ingredients to life. This enhances 

your networking and confidence so you can ‘make like a fire type person’ who is full of energy and 

enthusiasm. It also enhances your interest and involvement in the causes that matter to you. 

From September Jupiter heads into Virgo to spend a year in your psychic intuitive zone, and in some 

ways this keeps you behind the scenes for a while in preparation for when he enters Libra in Sept 2016. 

As his job is to expand and grow whichever area he stimulates you’ll be well served learning how to 

focus your imagination and creative gifts, and this can also be a great phase for psychological study to 

empower your understanding of what makes people tick and all that stuff. Maybe it’s time to learn 

some Astrology…the best psycho/spiritual study of all. Have a prosperous fabulous year Libra. 

Scorpio  You have great cause for celebration as you bid farewell to 2014 and 

Saturn in your sign people! Yep it’s been a couple of very testing years during which 

you have confronted old fears and dragons in your deep spaces, died and been re-

born and generally cleaned out your physical and emotional cupboards…yay…it’s 

done! The best outcomes from all this sometimes dreary and depressing process is 

you are now in your power safely aren’t you…i.e. no longer insecure and thus 

controlling everything/one in a negative way!? So for you 2015 is re-birth time as you 

set out on fresh paths with new goals and a greater capacity for closeness and intimacy.  

In the midst of all this you have had some great positive growth since last July in your career path as 

Jupiter in Leo offers you a new 12 year phase here. Think back to late 2003/4 and you’ll see the thread 

of major growth then also. The thing is you have Leo in your ‘career and public life’ sector you so you 
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automatically carry the potential for leadership in the world. This is why so many Scorps are the 

powerful people who lead the world! So get set to now use your ‘safe power’ in a whole new kind of 

way as heavens knows we sure need some fabulous new conscious leaders. As our world continues to 

morph over the coming years from the greedy nasty old system to a brand new enlightened co-

operative system,  you may realize it’s time to step into political or community life and really have some 

impact as ‘the transformers’ you are! A true leader motivates and enables people toward their greatest 

gifts as they also gain the benefit of these people’s talents along the way. This is the true essence of the 

‘shared resources’ function of Scorpio. 

From August visionary lucky Jupiter heads into Virgo for a year, which will highlight the practical re-

organization of personal and global systems. As this activates your ‘house of hopes and wishes 

fulfilled’…yes doesn’t that sound fab…you will become a veritable minefield of splendid new ideas and 

progressive inventiveness for these practical new systems! This includes involvement in group and team 

activity as you empower people as never before. The ideas you hatch during this phase will have major 

implications in 2018 when Jupiter is in your sign and you manifest big successes. 

Meanwhile back to our old friend Saturn who now moves into Sagittarius for the next few years, and as 

this is your ‘worth and value’ zone we need to talk about money! Traditionally Saturn here is considered 

a restrictive force purely in the sense that he makes us very pragmatic and brings reality checks as to 

how prosperous we believe we have the right to be. This process is meant to offer us a chance to re-fine 

and re-structure existing earning sources, clean up debt and live within our means. This is actually a 

general call for our whole global financial system (which I discuss in the 2015 Report). The other feature 

is pragmatic investment of resources toward the development of your goals into the future…you know 

buying the plant and equipment etc. The caution is not to buy into risky speculative get rich quick 

schemes…because you won’t. So make like a clever eagle in the year ahead and you’ll be sitting pretty! 

Sagittarius Ah dear archers what a great set of planets you have in operation 

over these past few months to bring the return of happy optimism to your life. 

Change agent Uranus in Aries suits you so well as he re-invents and revolutionizes our 

world with fab new inventions and solutions to global problems. He has been dancing 

a great tango with your ruler Jupiter in Leo upping the awakening in many people 

that our global systems need to do some massive shifts in the near future, if we are 

to not only survive but thrive in the coming decades. There are two more connections 

between Jupiter and Uranus in early March and mid to late July, so make sure you take advantage of 

these splendid door opening trigger points.  

This connects with a larger piece of territory that also comes into play as Saturn now enters your sign for 

the next 2 years. As you guys are the writers, journalists, teachers and philosophers of the Zodiac I trust 

you have been laying foundations for this next phase in your life where you are meant to step into your 

authority in your chosen field. We all know that knowledge is power and if you want to keep people 

under control then deprive them of a good education and limit their free media. This is what the old 

guard model will attempt to do in ever greater measure over the next few years, so Saturn says your job 
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is to commit to your involvement in spreading healthy new ideas and information to enable the 

awakening and revolution of Uranus. See how all this goes together so well? 

Sag. is also the sign of ‘belief’ thus religions and preaching fall into your domain. Saturn here will also 

amp up the holy war of our time as terrorism continues to be ‘sponsored’ by the powers that be as a 

great excuse for the wars they love to have. You are now called to really walk your talk as a tolerant 

dude/gal who honors all races and creeds and practices what you preach, and under no circumstances 

are you to ram your beliefs down anybody’s throats. Saturn will help you learn to speak when 

appropriate and only if you know what you’re talking about, and to not promise more than you can 

deliver or do your pattern of ‘all or nothing’. If you have any fears and insecurities about your ‘right to 

be a visionary teacher’ then Saturn will help you work this out.  

Ah must not forget to mention Sag. also rules athletes and sporty peeps and those who strive on the big 

stages of life so if this is you then Saturn can take you to lofty heights if you’re willing to do the work. 

Saturn in your sign offers you a major phase of evolution where you must grow up and stand up for 

what you really believe in. He urges us to accept responsibility and apply ourselves as never before to 

build our life and not blame anyone else for bits of us that aren’t functional. Your natural state is to 

wander the world in search of fabulous possibilities but not necessarily to apply yourself to anything for 

too long…not all of you but many of you! His gift to will be your realization that you like ‘making it’ and 

realizing outcomes from your goals and ambitions, and that the very freedom you seek lies in your 

commitment. 

Capricorn  As the Chinese Year of the Goat/Sheep begins on Jan. 19th 

we could call 2015 your year kids regardless of whether your birth year makes you a 

goat…because you are a goat anyway! This signals a fabo phase as you are in synch 

with the natural order as The Goat/Sheep is the eighth sign in the Chinese system and 

number “8” is considered to be a very lucky number. It symbolizes wisdom, fortune 

and prosperity and is a symbol of peace, harmonious co-existence and tranquility. On 

the family front it will be a time to unite and allow past angers to cool, to mend 

fences and broken promises. If we extend this to the collective world scene then perhaps your job in this 

coming year is to offer this wisdom in all your life situations so others may also heal and grow beyond 

anger and conflict. 

You have been under the influence of powerful transformer Pluto in your sign since 2008 and the global 

meltdown began, so this has been a difficult 6 years both personally and collectively and no doubt 

you’ve felt the tension of the times more than many. Someone wrote the word responsibility on your 

birth certificate when you signed up as a Cap. and this sure has its place in your natural tendencies BUT 

there comes a time when stepping away from ‘I’m responsible for every bloody thing/person’ must be 

replaced with ‘Let them sink or swim it’s not my business’. Which is not to say you don’t keep being the 

practical builder who you are, but it’s time to let go of ‘Life is hard and I have to be a rigid control 

freak’…ha!  
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Your ruling planet is dear old ‘Saturn the Lord of Karma and Time’ which makes sense of why you do 

take life/things rather seriously. He now steps into Sagittarius for the next few years and this is a very 

interesting zone for you as it resides in your 12th House of inner psychic spaces and spiritual life. Thus 

your journey now involves coming off the boil from major worldly desired outcomes and entering into 

communion with your psyche and intuition. As a practical soul you may think this sounds a bit airy fairy 

but believe me it is not. Without a proper relationship with our intuitive guidance systems, meditative 

practices and mind management we are not a whole person.  

So make like a guru and start reading up on psychology so you can empower yourself through greater 

self-awareness and mindfulness. Learn how to master your mind and anxieties and generally become a 

calmer more useful person to yourself and others. This phase is also for receiving inspiration and then 

gestating and prepare for the major life re-launch that comes in when Saturn enters your sign in 2018. 

Jupiter in Leo has been expanding your relationship with your deeper unconscious nature and even 

though outer world action may not reflect your growth right now there are positive shifts on offer by 

exploring your unconscious fears and patterns.   

Aquarius Your 2015 begins with quite a splash as activator Mars in Aquarius 

connects with expansive Jupiter in Leo lighting up your mojo and optimism that life 

can actually be fun and adventurous again. This will feel wonderful after a long haul of 

testing times over the past few years. Indeed there may be unexpected action right on 

New Years’ day or a signal that freedom and change will be features of your year 

ahead.  If you had a $ for every time in your life you’ve been called strange and ‘a bit 

out there’ you’d be rich right? You’ve always marched to that beat of the different 

drum dear air heads as you are the innovators who are instinctively different, anti-establishment and 

tap into the ‘great mind’ to bring in the new ideas that move society forward. Have you noticed that 

strange and different is now becoming the new norm? 

Yes kids the world is in the midst of the greatest revolutionary phase in eons. Never have the 

opportunities been greater for your special brand of unique ideas and techno inventions. You are the 

ones who understand that we are part of a ‘Universal Interconnectedness’…or group consciousness…the 

essence of the new Aquarian Age to come. But finding your like-minded group and a sense of 

inclusiveness often eludes you personally as you are such an independent thinker and lone wolf. Jupiter 

in Leo is now in your relationship zone for the first time in 12 years opening fresh ‘partnering’ options 

both personally and professionally. So get out there and connect and magnetize the people you need to 

help you move forward, and as long as everyone keeps their personal space ‘win win’ will be the 

outcome. 

Your ruling planet is ‘change agent’ Uranus who is the guy underpinning the big global shakeups of late. 

Jupiter in Leo makes great connection with him between March and July so any travels or outings for 

sharing your knowledge or expanding horizons will do very well under this vibe. You’ve just spent the 

last 2 years refining and setting up your career options, and some of you have let go of an old path 

whilst others have re-shaped an existing one if it’s still relevant…very tedious at times and sometimes 
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scary. This was via Saturn in Scorpio and you’ll be very pleased he is now heading on into a new sign for 

the next few years that suits you much better…Sagittarius.  

This is the sign of the single focused archer who strikes forward in heroic quests! Saturn is the lord of 

structure and due diligence who asks you to confront old fears and use them to forge greater strength. 

So put these together and you get to be a committed hero who does wonderful work in your community 

to inspire folks to wake up and start making their world a better place.  2015 will be the year when the 

old strangle hold of the idiots who run our planet will be challenged by the millions of us who see 

through their game. So keep that courage burning brightly as you keep doing your thing and remember 

to tread lightly and have a fun time on the way. Think ‘the sky’s the limit!’ 

Pisces  Fish people have been experiencing a yummy dose of fresh creative 

energy since mid-2014 as Jupiter in Leo has been opening new pathways in your 

daily work and health sector. Yes this can be a period that brings greater confidence 

in your workplace, and where you’re working away at your daily thing with a sense 

of great purpose and fulfillment if you’re willing to apply yourself to improving your 

lot. Your natural qualities are very compassionate with a strong desire to serve and 

this transit amps this up big time, however just be careful of the urge to rescue and 

save those who aren’t willing to save themselves. Pisces can also be full of ideals 

and plans and good intentions but sometimes lack the reality features that bring things into form, so 

make like a practical organized person, write lists, get strategic and create effective systems to bring 

your dreams into reality. Pisces also rules the mind/body health systems so go for it to spread your 

knowledge if this is your field. 

Jupiter moves into your opposite sign of Virgo on August 11th opening a major 12 year cycle to improve 

all manner of partnerships in your life and he’s here until September 2016. You’ll be in ‘attractor’ mode 

magnetizing the people and alliances you need to grow your life from here so make sure your own 

magnetic field is clear and clean so you ‘attract’ the right ones! Traditionally this is an excellent phase for 

marriage and/or existing setups grow more positive, but sometimes there’s the need to expand your life 

by letting go of situations that have done their time as Jupiter can bring opportunity disguised as loss. 

Public Relations and promotion action is the other major feature here to sell your brand or promote 

your message, so don’t miss this opportunity and its worth bringing in professional support if you don’t 

have these skills yourself. 

The other major feature coming into play in 2015 is the arrival of Saturn in Sagittarius into your ‘career 

and worldly outcomes’ sector. He will be here for the next 2 years and this is big news that coincides 

very well with the other territory I have outlined. Saturn is the dude who brings the reality that we must 

strive and apply ourselves to our ambitions and goals to really achieve anything, and as he reaches ‘the 

top’ of the mountain (or the mid heaven of your chart) you are at a threshold between the past and the 

future. On the one hand you will reap what you have sown over the past 14 years so this is an 

achievement period, whilst it is also a ‘crisis of re-orientation’ as you must also set up your future. If 

you’re a smart fish you will work hard to expand your options, and re-organize and re-structure your 

career over the next few years. By the way he hasn’t been in Sag. since 1986/7/8 so if you were out and 
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about back then hark back to your memories of how your career options changed then for clues. Fishy 

careers usually involve Saggie. options woven in with your natural artistic and mystical tendencies. You 

are the visionary dreams who intuitively tap into the ‘zeitgeist’ to bring in the collective themes of the 

spirit of the times. This is why photography and the film and visual arts industries are the domain of 

Pisces. What messages do you have to share? It’s time to start doing the hard work necessary to bring 

them into the world. 

  


